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PRIVACY AT SPAMEXPERTS
For SpamExperts, a careful handling of personal data is of great importance. Personal data is always
carefully handled and protected. SpamExperts abides by the requirements which are determined by the
Personal Data Protection Act. SpamExperts, located in Amsterdam, is responsible for the data processing. Because it falls within the statutory exemption regulation, these are not announced at the Dutch
Data Protection Authority. In this privacy statement SpamExperts explains which personal data is collected and used and for which purpose.

Registration and Processing of Data
SpamExperts B.V. collects and uses personal information directly provided by you or of which upon
registration it is clear that they are supplied to the company. Data no longer needed shall be removed. You
also can ask for changing or deletion of data (see the contact information below).

Registration system
In order to place an order, you first must register yourself. After registration SpamExperts will retain the
personal information you provided, such as name, address, city, email address and the details of orders you
already have placed. This information is collected so the customer does not have to re-enter these details,
and so that SpamExperts can contact you in the context of fulfillment of the license agreement, billing, and
payment.
SpamExperts shall not supply the information linked to your user name to third parties, unless this is
necessary in the context of the license agreement, which you conclude with SpamExperts or if it is required
by law. When you want to use a credit card or similar system to pay, your card information will be passed
on to the bank of SpamExperts for authorization of the transaction. In case of suspected fraud or abuse of
the SpamExperts site, SpamExperts may hand over your personal information to the competent authorities.

Username and password
The username is linked with a password. You are solely responsible for the careful handling of the
password. SpamExperts assumes that a person, who logs on with your user name and password, is
authorized to use the username. If you suspect that the password is known to unauthorized persons, you
should inform SpamExperts as soon as possible so that actions can be taken.
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Security of personal data
SpamExperts makes use of strict safety procedures, among other things, to prevent access to personal data
by unauthorized persons. SpamExperts in particular makes use of secure connections (Secure Sockets Layer
or SSL) by which all personal information between you and the SpamExperts website is protected during
registration, during the settlement, and the payment process.

Clicking behavior and visiting details
On the website, general visiting data will be tracked. In this context, particular the IP address of your
computer may be recorded and used for statistical analysis of visit and click behavior on the Website.
SpamExperts tries to make this information anonymous as much as possible. This information will not be
provided to third parties.

Use of cookies
In the provision of electronic services SpamExperts make use of cookies. A cookie is a small file stored
on the hard disk of the computer. SpamExperts uses temporary cookies. These cookies do not contain
personal data and shall be used only to make the use of the site easier.

Websites of third parties
This statement does not apply to websites of third parties through links connected with this website.
SpamExperts encourages you to read the privacy statement of these sites, before using them.

Amendment privacy statement
SpamExperts reserves the right to amend this statement. It is recommended to consult this statement
regularly, so that you will be informed about these amendments.

Inspection and changing your data
Questions about the SpamExperts privacy policies or questions about inspection and changes in (or
removal of) your personal data, at any time you can address to: info@spamexperts.com
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+1 415 429 1017

